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Aprile brand is a new proposition 
of handles’ aesthetics. 
By employing language of 
a modern design it expresses 
renascence of universal 
beauty, return to harmonious 
compositions and classical ratios.

Aprile’s handles are designed for people who seek original, 
timeless, and balanced forms. 

Materials of highest quality, advanced technological 
processes, and experience of renowned worldwide producers 
guarantee flawless execution of design and comfortable 
usage of every single item with Aprile’s logo on it. 
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JAN KOCHAŃSKI

Wallpaper* Design Award, ŁDF Must Have Award and Mazda Design Award 
winner, Designer of the year 2020 at International Fair Arena Design in Poznań, 
assistant of Furniture Design Laboratory at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. 

His artworks were displayed at exhibitions in: Milan, Frankfurt, Cologne, London, 
Leipzig, Vienna, Paris, Budapest, Warsaw, Poznań, Łódź.

The inspiration for creating the collection was a contrast between geometrical 
world and a world of organic forms. An impact of rectangular and minimalistic 
rosette and a shape that lies perfectly in a human hand. These projects are based 
on harmonic conjunction of two worlds: geometric and organic, rugged and soft, 
cold and warm. 

Discreet form of a rosette allows uninhibited creation of handle’s sculptural form, 
which malleably merges with a rosette into one object. A door handle is a difficult 
thing to design for it affects both sense of eyesight and sense of touch equally. 
That is why testing various prototypes, evaluating their appearance and utility 
were such important part of the whole design process.
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APRILE GLADIOLA 
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm

The most formally extensive handle from the collection refers to organic forms 
from the world of nature. The gloss finish on the surface makes it seem as if it 
was flowing. The sharp line between upper and lower parts adds feistiness to 
the final effect.

polished chrome matt blacksatin chrome 
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APRILE LUPINA 
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm

The goal for this handle was to design a delicate and light form which would fuse 
together with a rectangular rosette. Straight line of the handle adds dynamism to 
the composition. Oval interior makes the handle well adjusted for a hand.

polished chrome matt blacksatin chrome 
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The idea behind this product was to create a simple, elegant yet firm handle. 
Handle’s form seamlessly blends into the rectangular rosette, thus the 
composition is minimalistic. Semi-circular finish and slightly rounded surface 
cause the handle to be sensuous and warm.

APRILE PLUMERIA 
rosette RTH SLIM 7mm

polished chrome matt blacksatin chrome 
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Producer
ENGER Robert Kwiecień 
ul. Zagrody 25, 32-200 Miechów
+48 41 389 01 03

WWW.ENGER.PL


